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ABSTRACT

The new low-energy AP'-interactiou, which is produced by convergent box-constituent-
cju ark-loop diagrams, is obtained within chiral perturbation theory at the quark level
(CIIPT), with linear realization of chiral U{'A) x ('(3) symmetry. Its contributions to
processes of low-energy interactions of low-lying mesons are investigated. The new inter-
action goes beyond the framework of the low-energy current algebra, approach and of the
effective chiral Lagrangians with linear realization of chiral symmetry, constructed at the
had ionic level.

M IRA MA R E - TRIESTE
June I<)().'{

In refs. [1,2], the low-energy (^^-interaction, produced by the convergent box-
constituent-quark-loop diagram (see Fig.la), was shown to be able to help to reconcile
the linear realization of chiral symmetry, assuming the existence of the scalar-isoscalar
cr(700)-meson as a chiral partner of pions, with the experimental suppression of the
Ci —* 5r(wjr)s-<i,ave decay, i.e. B(a: —y ir(irn)$-W!IVe)CTp < 0.7 % [3]. The suppression
of the a\ -+ T(jrjr)s-ojWe decay is caused by the full cancellation of the S-wave part of
the a1i

3-interaction and of the low-energy contribution of the diagrams with the <r(700)-
meson exchange (see Fig.lb). The obtained cancellation is treated by the INST-theorem
[1,2].

As has been emphasized in ref, [2], the new aiir3-interaction produced by the box
diagram in Fig.la cannot be understood within the standard effective chiral Lagrangian
(ECL) approach with linear realization of chiral symmetry. This interaction is a kind of
a new low-energy one. This affirmation can be easily comprehended wiihin the chiral pertur-
bation theory at the quark level (CHPT), with linear realization of chiral U(3) x U(3)
symmetry. (CHPT)q is based on the Extended Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model (ENJL-model)
used as a low-energy approximation of QCD [4-6]. Indeed all old-fashioned phenomeno-
logical vertices of low-energy interaction of four nonets of low-lying mesons can be restored
within the ENJL-raodel at one-constituent-quark-loop approximation by keeping only di-
vergent and anomalous parts of quark diagrams [7]. The box diagrams in Fig.la are
convergent, therefore the vertex, produced by this diagram, cannot emerge in the ECL's
constructed at the hadronic level.

In this paper we investigate the U(3) x U(3) extension of the Ojir'-interaction, ob-
tained in refs. [1,2]. We also analyse the contribution of this AP3-interaction, where A
and P are nonets of axial-vector and pseudoscalar mesons, to the A'+ —• JT+'ir~e+vB (i.e.
K*A) decay and to the low-energy PP-scattering.

In the leading order in chiral expansion within (CHPT)q with linear realization of
chiral U(3) x U(3) symmetry, the box diagram in Fig.la produces the following low-energy
interaction

where (...) denotes the evaluation of the trace over flavours, A = I"A* and P = t"Pa

with the normalization condition (ftb) = 6al>/2, gf is the /wr-coupling constant, Fo is
the PCAC constant calculated within the chiral limit (Fo = 0.092 GeV [4]), Z = 2
[4] is the pseudoscalar-Wave-function renormalization constant appearing as a result of
spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry (SBCS) and the P-A diagonalization [8,9]. The
decomposition of the new A P3-interaction (1) reflects the possibility to transfer A into 3P
(A —» 3P) via P-wave intermediate states, i.e. A —• P(PP)p_wave transition, or via S-wave
intermediate states, i.e. A —» P(PP)s_w»vt transition. Now let us regard the contributions
of the new AP3-interaction (1) to low-energy interactions of low-lying mesons.

For this purpose we have to find the total low-energy AP3-interaction (1), by adding
up the new AP3-interaction (1) and the low-energy AP3-interaction, The latter one is
available within standard ECL's. This interaction is determined in (CHPT)q by divergent
one-constituent-quark-loop diagrams at the tree-meson approximation [4]. The standard
part of the low-energy AP3 -interaction evaluated to the leading order in chiral expansion
contains the following contributions (see Fig.2):



(2)

The sum of these contributions yields the effective low-energy AP3-interaction, being
available in ECL's:

(3)

The total effective Lagrangian describing the low-energy AP3-interaction to the leading
order in chiral expansion takes the form

,('}!) _ AECLl

(4)

S i n c e Z = 2[i]

It means that the low-energy A —» 3P transitions run via P-wave intermediate states only,
and the A —> P(PP)s-mave transitions are fully forbidden in the low-energy limit. This
result is the U(3) x U(3) generalization of the INST-theorem [1,2].

Another problem, which can be resolved through the use of the AP3-interaction (1),
is the theoretical explanation of the experimental value of the A^-decay partial width [3]

= (2.08 ± 0.09) x 10"21 GeV. (6)

Standard low-energy current algebra approach to the leading order in chiral expansions
and, correspondingly at the same order, standard ECL's, constructed at the hadronic level,
can both explain only 50% of the experimental value (6) [10,11]. The account for the next-
to-leading order corrections in chiral expansions does not change the theoretical prediction
essentially [12]. On the whole, these theoretical results [10,11,12] do not contradict to the
experimental data within theoretical accuracy of current algebra and of ECL computations
based on the PCAC hypothesis. This uncertainty is nearly (20-^25)% for decay amplitude
[8,10], The laiter corresponds to the uncertainty of a factor 1.6 4- 1.8 for partial width.
However, the accuracy of current algebra computations is essentially higher for many
low-energy processes. Therefore, the observed difference by a factor of two between the
theoretical and the experimental values of partial width should be treated as a problem
which obviously goes beyond the old-fashioned current algebra and ECL approaches.

The basicNow let us proceed with the evaluation of the A^-decay amplitude.
quantity of the if^-decay amplitude is the matrix element (jr+(p+)jr~(p_)
-ls)u(0)\K+(p)), where J(0) and u(0) are current quark fields with N colour degrees of
freedom
[10,11]:

'iti reality N=3). This matrix element is parametrized by four form factors

= ^ - /i(p+ +P-) - P+ - P-) (7)

The form factors /; (t = 1,2,3) determine the matrix element of the axial-vector current,
but the form factor f4 is connected with the matrix element of the vector current. It
is evaluated in ref. [13] in good agreement with experimental data. The form factor f3

comes into the A'^-decay amplitude with the kinematical factor, which is proportional
to the positron mass mr. Therefore the contribution of /3 to r(K^4) is negligibly small.
Then for the higher powers of momenta of interacting mesons the contribution of ft to
r(A"^) is also small and can be neglected. Thus if we want to discuss the problem of the
partial width value, we have to keep in mind only form factors /] and /2 . For the
evaluation of these form factors it is convenient to use the following parametrization [14]:

* = *3k ('-ll2)' W

where <f, (i — 1,2) describe the deviations from current algebra result. Let us remind
that the parameters & (i = 1,2) go to unity in the chiral limit [10] within current algebra
approach. To stress especially the important role of the new low-energy AP3-interaction
(1), which gives the non-vanishing contribution just, in the chiral limit, we shall evaluate
the form factors in the chiral limit too. We can decompose £ as follows in (CHPT)q :

Here, the first term {(,)ECI. corresponds to the contribution of ECL (3), and the value of
{£<)ECL must be reconciled with the current algebra theorem [10,11], i.e. (ii]ECL = 1-
The second term (̂ i)tcn> is the additional contribution, caused by the new low-energy
AP3-interaction (1). This term describes the deviation from the current algebra result.

First let us show that ((\)ECL = 1. From the formula (3) we find the interaction,
responsible for the K+ —t JT+JT~ transition governed by the axial-vector current J*~'5(Q) —

(10)
2F0

V

As a result we get

1
(11)

Now let us evaluate the value of (^)t0T. The corresponding effective Lagrangian can be
obtained from (1) and takes the form



by using the Lagrangian (12) we get

\...

This leads to the following values of ^-parameters within (CHPT)q

(12)

(13)

(14)(&)<CHPT),=1.5 (. = 1,2).

It should be noted that the result (14) does not depend on the Z-value.
The obtained values of ^-parameters allow us to reconcile the theoretical and the

experimental values of F(A'e^). For the calculation of T(K*4) we shall use the formula
derived by Shabalin [15]:

= 1.67 x 10 + *J ( I )1 = (2.10 ± 0.40) x 10~21 GeV. (15)

Here GF = 1.66 x 10"5 GeV"2 is the Fermi constant, |VM| = 0.22, m, = 0.14 GeV and
niK = 0.494 GeV,

\ - 2x
4

~x4 - 3ia Inx
4

. 3 / 2

(16)

where x = (p+ + P-)2/m?v [15j. We have taken into account also the numerical values of
^-parameters (14). The uncertainty of the theoretical value

r(A'+)(CHPT)q = (2.10 ± 0.40) x 10"21 GeV (17)

is caused by the uncertainty of (CHPT)q, which is equal approximately to 20% [4]. One
can see that there is an excellent agreement between the theoretical (17) and the experi-
mental (6) values. We would like to remind that this agreement has been reached at the
expense of the account for the new low-energy AP3-interaction (1), which goes beyond
the framework of old-fashioned current algebra and of the ECL approaches.

Now let us proceed to the investigation of the contribution of the new AP3-interaction
to the low-energy PP scattering. The AP3-interaction (1) can be converted formally into
the PMnteraction by the virtue of the shift of axial-vector fields [8,9]

(IS)

with DUP = duP - ig^V^, P], where we have already taken into account the required
renormalization of the P-fields [8,9]. The necessity of the shift (18) is dictated by the
requirement of the elimination of direct P-A transitions, appearing as a consequence of
SBCS [8,9]. The analysis of this convertion can lead to an incorrect conclusion on the
critical influence of the new AP3-interaction on the low-energy PP-scattering. Indeed, the
the shift (18) yields the following effective P4-interaction

"PI + 9,,P2d"P2>, (19)

violating strongly the Weinberg-Lehmann low-energy theorem for jrir-scattering amplitude

[16]:

FJM(K V -> i V ) = (s - ml)6ab6cd + (t - Kills'* + (u - m2,)*"'*", (20)

where s, t and u are well-known kinematical variables, and a,i, c and d are isotopical
indices [10].

However, as has been discussed in detail in refs.[9], the shift (18) is far from the
innocent one, and it can lead to the appearance of unphysical interactions. This problem
cannot be resolved at the hadronic level and demands the quark one. In (CHPT)q one
can write the effective Lagrangian, containing all vertices, produced by the shift (18), in
the following closed form [9]:

* | In 1 -
m — H(rn) — id

Here m = 0.33 GeV is the constituent quark mass, calculated in the chiral limit, and

(21)

+ gt(V

(22)

where 9l(m) = 2m/F0Z
i'\ fl2/Sl = (3/2)1'2, ?2 = gp [7].

The effective Lagrangian (21) can be expanded into infinite series, each term of which
has the form of one-constituent-quark-loop diagram and determines the corresponding
vertex of strong low-energy interaction of iow-lying mesons. These vertices can be both
of physical and unphysical kind [9]. As has been suggested in refs.[9], to eliminate the un-
physical vertices, produced by the shift (18), one must regularize the effective Lagrangian
(21) by uaing the Pauli-Villars regularization

((6L(X))'JiP)R = -iN(x\ln (l
m — H(m) - td

-iJVV" c;(x|ln [\ ,6H\ \X) . (23)
Z j ' = l V ' V Mi- H{Mi) -id )

Here, c,- (i = 1,..., n) are the Pauli-Villars coefficients, satisfying the ordinary Pauli-Villars
relationships [17]:

(24a)



rn2 + Y,"=1c<M? = O, ... (246)

and they are finite in the limit M; —» oo. After evaluation of every term of the expansion
(23) and passing to the limit M, —> oo, the effective Lagrangian {{$L(X))'/1,P)R contains
only physical vertices [9].

The proposed procedure provides the consequent elimination of all unphysical vertices,
produced by the shift (18), from Wess-Zumino effective Lagrangian (refs.[9])-

Let us demonstrate that the box-constituent-quark, loop diagram with three pseu-
doscalar and one axial-vector quark-meson vertices does not contribute to the effective
low-energy P4-interaction. The corresponding diagrams are depicted in Fig.3. The di-
rect evaluation (see [2,9]) to the leading order in chiral expansion yields the regularized
P4-interaction of the form

>, P\[P, d»P] + d^ = 0. (25)

Thus the interaction under consideration disappears in the order of O(p2) in chiral ex-
pansion by virtue of the condition (22b). It means that it is an unphysical one. We let
the reader check by himself that the terms of the order of O(p4) do not contribute
too. Moreover, the disappearance of these terms is due to the condition (24a). Thus the
new low-energy AP3-interaction (1) does not produce any low-energy interaction of the
P^-type up to the order of O(p*) in chirat expansion, and, correspondingly, it does not
violate the Weinberg-Lehmann low-energy theorem for the jrjr-scattering amplitude.

We would like to stress that we have considered the main features and consequences of
the new low-energy AP3-interaction. We have shown that the inclusion of this interaction
is very natural at the quark level, i.e. within (CHPT)q. Moreover, it reconciles a linear
realization of chiral symmetry, operating with scalar-isoscalar <r(700)-meson as a chiral
partner of pions, with the experimental suppression of the oj —t w(irw)s-Kavr decay (the
INST-theorem [i,2]). By taking into account this new interaction we succeeded to evalu-
ate the additional contributions to form factors of the K^-decay amplitude and we get a
good agreement between theoretical and experimental values of T(K*4). It is very remark-
able that the new low-energy AP3-interaction (1), can explain the problems which were
not resolved within old-fashioned current algebra approach and ECL, constructed at the
hadronic level. It does not spoil good established results of low-energy hadronic physics
such as the Weinberg-Lehmann low-energy theorem for the ?r;r-scattering amplitude.

However, the investigation of a role of new low-energy interactions, produced by con-
vergent one-constituent-quark-loop diagrams, in physics of low-energy interactions of
hadrons and the analysis of the connection of the new interactions with old-fashioned
current algebra approach are far from completion. We hope that (CHPT)q discovers new
perspectives in this area.
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Figure Captions

Fig.l. Quark diagrams of the ai -» Jr(irjr)s_ffiat,f decay.

Fig.2. The set of diagrams, describing the low-energy AP3-interaction, governed by low-
energy current algebra and effective chiral Lagrarigians, constructed at the hadronic
level.

Fig.3. The set of diagrams, describing the regularized P4-interaction, induced by the
low-energy AP3-interaction (I).
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